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Great Performances Showcases the 

Paul Taylor Dance Company in Paris  

Friday, May 3 at 9 p.m. on PBS  

  

“Brandenburgs” and “Beloved Renegade” set to the music of Bach and Poulenc respectively in 

performances which garnered raves in the City of Light 

 

Paul Taylor is the last living member of the pantheon that created America's indigenous art of 

modern dance. At an age when most artists’ best work is behind them, Taylor continues to win 

acclaim for the vibrancy, relevance and power of his recent dances as well as his classics.  

 The world-renowned Paul Taylor Dance Company has set the global standard for 

contemporary dance excellence.  Since the company’s founding in 1954, Mr. Taylor has 

choreographed 136 dances, many of which have attained iconic status and have been celebrated 

throughout the world. Taylor has achieved countless accolades, including two of our nation’s 

highest artistic distinctions: the Kennedy Center Honors and the National Medal of Arts. 

 THIRTEEN’s Great Performances presents two of Paul Taylor’s masterworks on 

Paul Taylor Dance Company in Paris on Friday, May 3 at 9 p.m. on PBS (check local 



listings). The dances were recorded last year at the Théâtre National de Chaillot at the Festival 

Les Étes de la Danse 2012, where the company – a Paris favorite – dazzled audiences.  The 

engagement in Paris marks The Company's 50th Anniversary of its first appearance there  in 

1962. 

 Brandenburgs, first performed in 1988 to music from Bach’s Brandenburg concertos 

#3 and #6; and his 2008 dance Beloved Renegade, set to music of Francis Poulenc, are the 

featured pieces.  

Brandenburgs is one of Taylor’s magnificent collection of works set to music by a 

master of the baroque.  The dance’s exuberance matches the ferocious energy of Bach’s spirited 

concertos. Mary Clarke of the Manchester [UK] Guardian wrote, “Beauty is the only word for 

Brandenburgs… [which] celebrates the good things in life.  Such a radiant, seamless flow of 

invention that the choreography seems an entirely natural way of moving to this music.”   

Beloved Renegade is set to Francis Poulenc’s “Gloria.”  The dance was inspired by the 

life and work of 19th Century American writer Walt Whitman, who revered the body and soul as 

one and who famously loved all with equal ardor. It depicts the experiences of an artist described 

in a line from Whitman’s “Leaves of Grass”: “I am the poet of the body and I am the poet of the 

soul.”  

Scenes from Whitman’s life include watching youngsters at play, and tending to the 

afflicted just as the poet nursed wounded soldiers during the Civil War. After his own mortality is 

foretold, the poet bids poignant farewell to those who love him. He is then embraced by a 

benevolent feminine spirit with “the sure-enwinding arms of cool-enfolding death.” 

Reviewing the Gallic season, Clement Crisp in The Financial Times of London declared 

Beloved Renegade an “astonishment,” praising lead dancer Michael Trusnovec for “a 

performance of noblest clarity” and noting “the magnificence of the company’s dancing.” 

As prolific as ever, Taylor continues to offer cogent observations on life’s complexities 

while tackling some of society’s thorniest issues. He propels his dancers through space for the 

sheer beauty of it, or uses them to wordlessly illuminate war, spirituality, sexuality, morality and 

mortality.  

“I hope each person in the audience will find something to relate to,” remarks Taylor 

during the intermission feature, which includes his thoughts on these two works. He delights in 

the gallantry of the men and the playfulness of the women in Brandenburgs. Of Beloved 

Renegade, he reveals his favorite part of the work is when Whitman goes to each of his friends 

to say goodbye, as a Dark Angel brings him to death. 

Laura Shapiro once wrote in Newsweek, “Short course in modern dance: in the 

beginning there was Martha Graham, who changed the face of an art form and discovered a new 



world. Then there was Merce Cunningham, who stripped away the externals and showed us the 

heart of movement. And then there was Paul Taylor, who let the sun shine in.” 

   

BRANDENBURGS 

 

Music by Johann Sebastian Bach 

(With Michael Trusnovec, Amy Young, Parisa Khobdeh, Eran Bugge, Robert Kleinendorst, 

James Samson, Sean Mahoney, Michael Apuzzo, and Michael Novak) 

 

BELOVED RENEGADE 

 

Music by Francis Poulenc : Gloria 

(With Michael Trusnovec, Amy Young, Robert Kleinendorst, James Samson, Laura Halzack, 

Michelle Fleet, Parisa Khobdeh, Sean Mahoney, Jeffrey Smith, Eran Bugge, Francisco Graciano,       

Jamie Rae Walker, Michael Apuzzo, Aileen Roehl, and Heather McGinley). 

 

The dances feature costumes by Santo Loquasto and lighting by Jennifer Tipton. 

Great Performances is a production of THIRTEEN for WNET, one of America’s most 

prolific and respected public media providers. Throughout its 40 year history on public 

television, Great Performances has provided viewers across the country with an unparalleled 

showcase of the best in all genres of the performing arts, serving as America’s most prestigious 

and enduring broadcaster of cultural programming.  Over the course of its four decades, the 

series has been the home to the greatest artists in the areas of drama, dance, musical theater, 

classical and popular music, providing many with their very first television exposure.  

Paul Taylor Dance Company in Paris is a production of THIRTEEN in association with 

WNET, Paul Taylor Dance Foundation, and Bel Air Media.  

The broadcast was directed by Andy Sommer.   Francois Duplat, Joan Hershey and John 

Walker are producers. For Great Performances, Richard R. Schilling is producer; Bill 

O’Donnell is series producer; David Horn is executive producer.   

Major funding for Great Performances is provided by the Irene Diamond Fund, the 

National Endowment for the Arts, The Lewis “Sonny” Turner Fund for Dance, the Anne Ray 

Charitable Trust, Vivian Milstein, Jody and John Arnhold, The Starr Foundation, Elise Jaffe and 

Jeffrey Brown, the LuEsther T. Mertz Charitable Trust, the Philip and Janice Levin Foundation, 

The Agnes Varis Trust, and PBS. 

Photos and other material can be accessed at the THIRTEEN Online Pressroom.  

Visit Great Performances Online at www.pbs.org/gperf for additional information 

about this and other programs. 



 

 

### 

About WNET 
In 2013, WNET is celebrating the 50th Anniversary of THIRTEEN, New York’s flagship public media 
provider. As the parent company of THIRTEEN and WLIW21 and operator of NJTV, WNET brings 
quality arts, education and public affairs programming to over 5 million viewers each week. WNET 
produces and presents such acclaimed PBS series as Nature, Great Performances, American Masters, 
Need to Know, Charlie Rose and a range of documentaries, children’s programs, and local news and 
cultural offerings available on air and online. Pioneers in educational programming, WNET has 
created such groundbreaking series as Get the Math, Oh Noah! and Cyberchase and provides tools for 
educators that bring compelling content to life in the classroom and at home. WNET highlights the 
tri-state’s unique culture and diverse communities through NYC-ARTS, Reel 13, NJ Today and 
MetroFocus, the multi-platform news magazine focusing on the New York region. 
 
About the Paul Taylor Dance Company                                                             
The world-renowned Paul Taylor Dance Company sets the global standard for contemporary dance 
excellence. Since the company’s founding in 1954, Mr. Taylor has choreographed 138 dances, many of 
which have attained iconic status and have been celebrated throughout the world. The Company has 
performed in more than 524 cities and 64 countries. Mr. Taylor continues to create at least two new 
works a year for his 16-member Company. His autobiography, Private Domain, was published in 
1987 and the Company was the subject of the documentary film “Dancemaker,” nominated for an 
Academy Award in 1999. Mr. Taylor has achieved countless accolades, including two of our nation’s 
highest artistic distinctions: the Kennedy Center Honors and the National Medal of Arts. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


